KAZAKHSTAN HAS MOUNTAINS, BUT THE
‘BORAT’ FACTOR RULES
Kazakhstan has beautiful off-piste skiing, but the lengths its lifelong ruler will
go to in order to the get the Games puts Sacha Baron Cohen’s character in the shade,
says Andreas Hofer.
hen in 1991 Kazakhstan
emerged from the rubble
of the Soviet Union as an
independent state, most
people knew so little
about the country that it
took Borat — the alterego of comedian Sacha Baron Cohen — to plant this
huge nation in our minds.
It is more than ten times the size of the UK, yet who
knew that the Soviet Union flew into space from this
country, tested hundreds of atom bombs in its steppes
and extracted vast quantities of oil and metal from its
sands? And who could imagine this sparsely populated
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land — roamed since ancient times by Mongolian
nomads and eagle hunters — as a skiing nation?
In fact, it was in Kazakhstan that the first ski lifts
in the Soviet Union were built, while Stalin was still
in power. Until the 1960s it was the only place in the
Soviet Union where Alpine skiers could go — if the
Communist Party let them. Its vast mountains have
countless peaks over 4,000m, forming a natural
border with Kyrgyzstan in the south and China in the
east. And the Ile Alatau and Kunggoj Alatoo ranges,
part of the Tien Shan or Celestial Mountains, are a
bus stop away from the former capital, Almaty, still
Kazakhstan’s biggest city.
Kazakhstan’s president, Nursultan Nazarbayev, a
keen skier, and his cronies have invested a fortune
in the revival of the old ski resorts of Ak-Bulak and
Shymbulak, with state of-the-art ski lifts, fancy hotels
and luxury shopping. No wonder, then, that Prince
Harry and his girlfriend came skiing here last season:
good snow, no queues and really, really first-class
security. So what is wrong with Almaty’s bid to host
the Olympics?

The Alpine skiing venues, planned as an extension
of Shymbulak and in new resorts that are already in
construction, are all in a national park of rare beauty:
it is roamed by golden eagles and gazelles and is the
haunt of the elusive snow leopard.
I myself have skied in these mountain ranges,
albeit neither in the resorts, nor as a heli-skier, but
ski touring in this pristine wilderness, looking down
on the vast, seemingly endless mountain-lake YsykKul. It was the president himself who decreed the
formation of this national park in 1996. He has now
changed his mind. What the president gives, the
president takes, If he can build a new capital, Astana,
he can certainly alter the boundaries of a park a little.
‘Elected’ president for life he does bear an uncanny
resemblance to Borat.
It seems we may have to live with the fact that the
future host of the Winter Olympics will increasingly
be those autocratic regimes that have the vanity,
decisiveness and the money to stage the Games.
We may not like it, but look at Poland, Sweden and
Switzerland: all forced by their electorate to abandon
any Olympic ambitions.
Citizens in democratic countries are no longer
willing to see their hard-earned taxes spent by eager
politicians on loss-making enterprises, to see their
cities clogged up for weeks and to accept a legacy of
empty, useless buildings.
My bet is that Kazakhstan will be declared the
winner by the International Olympic Committee
next year. Unlike Ukraine, its mainly Turkic speaking
population remains unmolested by Russia, despite
the country’s oil riches and sizable Russian speaking
minority. Let us hope it stays that way until 2022.

